Stamp Sets – Snow Place
Paper – Whisper White, Extra Thick Whisper White, Real Red, Chocolate Chip, Window Sheet
Ink – Black Memento Ink, Emerald Envy,
Accessories - Softly Falling Embossing Folder, Swirly Scribbles Thinlits, Snow Friends Framelits, Duet
Banner Punch, Basic Pearls, Foam Adhesive Strips















Using a piece of 5 1/2" x 4 1/4" Whisper White card stock first cut out the large "circle" swirly
(Swirly Scribbles Thinlits) at the bottom of the piece. Retain this cut out piece.
Lay the medium "circle" swirly die so it drops down into the large cut out section and cut it
out. Discard this partial swirly piece.
Lay the small "circle" swirly die so it drops down into the medium cut out section. Discard this
partial swirly piece.
Now place the piece in the Softly Falling Embossing Folder and emboss the piece.
Adhere a piece of 3 1/2" x 5 1/4" window sheet to the back of the Whisper White piece over the
opening. Dust the piece with your Embossing Buddy - this will prevent your beads from sticking
to it.
Cut out a medium and small "circle" swirly.
Adhere the large "circle" swirly piece to the window sheet into the area you cut it out of like you
would a puzzle piece.
Adhere the medium "circle" swirly piece to the window sheet into the area you cut it out of like
you would a puzzle piece.
Adhere the small "circle" swirly piece to the window sheet into the area you cut it out of like you
would a puzzle piece. You should be able to see your snowman now!
Using the Snow Friends Framelits die cut the earmuff from Real Red card stock and adhere to the
snowman head.
Stamp the scarf with Emerald Envy ink from the Snow Place stamp set and die cut it out using the
Snow Friends Framelits die and adhere to the snowman.
Die cut two arms from Chocolate Chips card stock using the Snow Friends Framelits die.
Punch the banner out of Real Red card stock using the Duet Banner Punch.










Slightly bend the greeting "Time to Chill" (Snow Place set) and place on your acrylic
block. Using Black Memento Ink stamp the greeting on the banner.
Lay the banner and hands on your snowman to determine exactly where you want each piece
before adhering to your snowman. Once you have determined where you want your pieces,
adhere to the snowman.
Using a black sharpie color three basic pearls black and adhere them in the snowman's belly area.
Turn the piece over and run a piece of the Foam Adhesive Strips around the lower section of the
snowman (the large "circle" swirly area).
Fill with beads.
Remove protective film from the foam and adhere a piece of Whisper White 3 1/2 x 2 1/2 to
finish the shaker area. (I had to trim mine down a bit afterwards.)
Adhere additional pieces of Foam Adhesive Strips to the corners and where you need them to
support your card. Adhere the snowman piece to a piece of folded 8 1/2" x 5 1/2" Extra Thick
Whisper White card stock.

